
Life Between Lives
Hypnotherapy

Mentoring Consciousness 
“Shine your light, even more brightly…”

In a career spanning many years in the consciousness industry, I’ve had the opportunity to meet people and
teach students all around the world. I’ve had the chance to meet and work with some of the great pioneers
in the field of consciousness evolution. A shift in the consciousness of humanity is evident everywhere, 
including a vast number of alternative health modalities, expanded states of awareness research and an appetite 
for something different, the likes of which we have not seen before.

“Lightworkers” can be found everywhere. As practitioners in practice, authors and speakers, creators of new 
modalities, experts in established ones and leaders in the field of human consciousness. Over the years I have 
filled all of these roles and now its time to help others shine their light and develop their purpose more fully
in a time when humanity needs them most. 

I offer mentoring to those who have come through the fields of work I have created or taught across my
career. I now turn my attention to those who come after me to take the work into new realms of possibility.

We meet one on one, 2 or 3 times a year to develop ideas, help you create your own approaches, develop your 
own teaching style and methodologies, or simply enhance your consciousness practice. I promise to challenge 
you and nurture you. I will offer you the insights that create deeper self awareness, help you to work through 
the issues that you face and help you move to the next level of your purpose to humanity. By helping you to 
enhance your purpose for this lifetime I am undertaking my own. That more than anything makes my soul sing.

Peter Smith is the Founder of the Institute for Quantum 
Consciousness, and the creator of the Hypnoenergetics®, 
Quantum Consciousness and Universal Consciousness 
modalities and philosophies.
He was president of The Newton Institute (TNI) from 2009 
till 2019, when he was invited to become Director of The 
Newton Legacy for TNI. He has taught Life Between Lives 
Hypnotherapy across the USA, Europe and Australasia and 
built networks of therapists and facilitators across his different 
modalities. His first book ‘Hypnoenergetics – The Four 
Dimensions’ has reached audiences around the world and the 
relaunch of ‘Quantum Consciousness’ through Lewellyn 
Publishing occurred in August 2018.  Peter is a regular speaker 
at conferences, on radio and has featured in several 
documentaries in both Australia and overseas.

www.instituteforquantumconsciousness.com www.lblaustralia.com.auwww.quantumconsciousness.com.au

Mentoring Consciousness is offered 
over “zoom”, so it doesn’t matter 
where you are in the world. 
Sessions are charged at A$120/hour 
(or US$90). 
Sessions may count towards 
Continued Education in your
particular health industry. 
For more information, contact Peter
At peter.smith@westnet.com.au
Or by phone 0425 704 230 (Australia)
Or +61 425 704 230 (International)
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